Abstract: Though the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method has been widely adopted in flow analysis, few publications have systematically studied the influence of different POD processing methods on the POD results. This paper investigates the effects of different decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities on POD decomposition and reconstruction concerning the tip flow in the compressor cascade. Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV) measurements in the blade channel are addressed to obtain the original flow field. Through vortex core identification, development of the tip leakage vortex along the chord is described. Afterwards, each plane is energetically decomposed by POD. Using the identified vortex core center as the geometric center, the effects of different decomposition regions with respect to the vortex core are analyzed. Furthermore, the effects of different single velocity-components as well as their combination are compared. The effect of different decomposition regions on the mode 1 energy fraction mainly impacts the streamwise velocity component. Though the addition of W velocity component in the decomposition does change the spatial structures of high-order modes, it does not change the dynamic results of reconstruction using a finite number of POD modes. UV global analysis is better for capturing the kinetic physics of the tip leakage vortex (TLV) wandering.
Introduction
The efficiency, the pressure rise and the stable operating range are three prominent parameters for energy and power machinery, such as axial fans and compressors. The tip leakage flow (TLF), driven by the pressure difference between the pressure side and suction side of the blade in the tip region, plays a significant role in all three parameters mentioned above [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, the TLF, especially the tip leakage vortex (TLV), has been found to be an inherently unsteady flow phenomenon, with several distinct unsteady behaviors, including vortex wandering [4] , vortex splitting [5, 6] and vortex breakdown [7, 8] . Previous studies showed that these unsteady behaviors not only have profound effects on the TLF mean characteristics, but also a close connection with some important flow phenomena such as rotating stall [9, 10] , rotating instability [11] , oscillations of the TLV [12] and vortex shedding. Therefore, it is necessary to study the unsteady behaviors of the TLV to obtain a thorough knowledge of it.
Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV) has been extensively employed to investigate the characteristics of the TLV for its ability to capture an instantaneous snapshot of tip flow structures at various scales [5, 8, 13, 14] . Additionally, multiple averaging methods are also applied, among which the time-averaged method is frequently used. Several stochastic and deterministic characteristics of the TLV have been obtained through this method and statistics analysis [8, 13, 15] . Besides the simple averaging (ensemble averaging), some researchers employed a triple decomposition to extract the coherent wandering motion from the SPIV data [16] . Through this method, the TLV cores are collocated by linearly shifting the instantaneous core positions to the mean vortex core. This method was concluded to be superior to the simple averaging and recommended to analyze the characteristics of a concentrated vortex [17] . Oweis and Ceccio [14] used a vortex reconstruction method in which ideal Gaussian vortices were fitted to multiple vortices. As a result, they could reduce the effect of primary vortex wandering and reveal changes in flow variability that are masked by the vortex wandering process. However, the TLF is characterized by large-scale vortex and small-scale turbulence motion together. Many important information of unsteady flow behaviors associated with scale may be ignored using these averaging methods as a result.
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method can decompose the examined flow field into orthogonal modes in space and identify the dominant mode based on energy rank [18, 19] . It has been widely applied to both experimental and numerical data to identify some coherent structures, such as impeller flow [20] , cylinder engine flow [21] , wind turbine wake [22] and Jet and vortex actuator-induced flow [23] . Based on optimizing the mean square of the field variable, the POD method can extract flow structures of different scales. It is a promising key technique to analyze the flow structure, the kinematic and dynamic characteristics of the TLV in different length scales and energy levels. Unfortunately, there is a lack of use of the POD method to analyze the unsteady tip leakage flow. Recently, Li [24] introduced the POD method in turbine tip leakage flow analysis. Using the POD method, dominant flow modes governing the unsteady evolution in the tip region are successfully obtained. It is concluded that the POD method with advanced simulation approach can bring an interesting view of what can be done to better understand the leakage flow. Since the rapid development of numerical simulation and experimental techniques, the POD method is providing a new perspective about the tip flow physics.
However, spatial modes and energy distribution can in practice be obtained by different POD processing methods, such as using different decomposition dimensionalities [25, 26] or different decomposition regions [27] . In the tip region, the streamwise velocity component is much stronger than the velocity components in the secondary flow direction. The TLV and wall boundary layer would introduce velocity deficits as well. Thus, the velocity and kinetic energy deviation would be quite diverse in different regions and different directions. This inevitably leads to different POD decomposition and reconstruction results using different decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities. Though the effects of many factors (POD algorithms [19] , number of snapshots [25] , analyzed flow variable [28] ) have been assessed extensively, few publications have systematically studied the effects of decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities on the POD results. A clarification of the impacts of these two factors on POD decomposition and reconstruction results will help with a better and more efficient application of POD method in the TLF analysis.
In this paper, the effects of different decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities on POD decomposition and reconstruction of the tip flow are clarified. First, in the blade channel along a full chord length of a single compressor cascade, a SPIV measurement is addressed to obtain the original flow field for the POD decomposition and reconstruction. Combined with vortex core identification, development of the TLV along the chord is described. Then each plane is energetically decomposed and reconstructed using POD. In order to avoid the influence of main flow disturbance and extract more flow field structures associated with the TLV unsteady characteristics, POD decomposition regions are selected with caution. Using the identified vortex core as geometric center, the effects of different decomposition region with respect to the vortex core on POD decomposition are analyzed. Furthermore, the influences of different single velocity-components as well as their combination in POD decomposition are compared, so that to carry out a systematical studying on the effect of these two factors on the POD decomposition. Finally, combined with vortex statistical analysis, the impacts This paper is organized as follows: firstly, the experimental apparatus and layout are introduced as follows; secondly, an overview of POD method and vortex core identification is given; in the following parts, the detailed comparison results are analyzed; the last section concludes this work.
Apparatus and Techniques

Experimental Facility and Test Conditions
The experiment is carried out in a low speed wind tunnel. The wind tunnel, as schematically shown in Figure 1 , has a rectangular exit section of 250 mm by 120 mm (width × height). The test section of wind tunnel consists of a compressor cascade with seven blades, tip wall, hub wall and profile side walls as indicated in Figure 2 . The parameters of the cascade and test conditions are listed in Table 1 . During the experiment, the inlet velocity of the compressor cascade is kept at 30 m/s. At this velocity, the turbulence intensity in the mainstream is about 2.6%. We also measured the inlet boundary layer since it has a significant impact on the TLF roll-up procedure by interacting with the incoming main flow (Figure 3 ). The thickness of the boundary layer on the tip wall is about 3 mm. Finally, combined with vortex statistical analysis, the impacts of decomposition dimensionalities in the reconstructed flow field are discussed. It is expected that findings presented in this paper will inspire other researchers who use POD to analyze the TLF. This paper is organized as follows: firstly, the experimental apparatus and layout are introduced as follows; secondly, an overview of POD method and vortex core identification is given; in the following parts, the detailed comparison results are analyzed; the last section concludes this work.
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Experimental Facility and Test Conditions
The experiment is carried out in a low speed wind tunnel. The wind tunnel, as schematically shown in Figure 1 , has a rectangular exit section of 250 mm by 120 mm (width × height). The test section of wind tunnel consists of a compressor cascade with seven blades, tip wall, hub wall and profile side walls as indicated in Figure 2 . The parameters of the cascade and test conditions are listed in Table 1 . During the experiment, the inlet velocity of the compressor cascade is kept at 30 m/s. At this velocity, the turbulence intensity in the mainstream is about 2.6%. We also measured the inlet boundary layer since it has a significant impact on the TLF roll-up procedure by interacting with the incoming main flow (Figure 3 ). The thickness of the boundary layer on the tip wall is about 3 mm. Tip clearance/c 5% Figure 3 . Velocity profiles at the hub and tip walls. Note that the y-axis is the vertical distance of test points to the wall.
SPIV Technique
An advanced commercial SPIV system is employed to measure the TLF field in the blade passage. As shown in Figure 2 , the SPIV system is mainly composed of two 2048 × 2048 pixels, 12 bit frame-straddling based CCD cameras, a dual cavity Nd: YAG laser (200 mJ/pulse at a 15 Hz repetition rate) and a laser arm. The system is 2D-3C (two dimensional, three components) with two cameras located at different sides of the light sheet, which enables users to conduct the measurement of all three velocity components of a 3D flow.
The measurement cross sections are set to be perpendicular to the chordwise direction in the passage. 12 measurement locations along the chordwise direction (z-direction) are set, from L/c = 0 to L/c = 1.1 with an interval of 10% chord length, as shown in Figure 4 . At each measurement location, at least 800 effective instantaneous images are recorded. The valid size of the cross section is about of 30 × 60 mm 2 , which covers nearly half spanwise range of the whole passage. The spatial resolution of the calibrated image is about 0.039 mm/pixel. For the data processing, the inter-frame time is set to 10 μs based on the velocity of inlet flow and yields a maximum particle-image displacement of less than 8 pixels. A median-subtraction filter algorithm is applied to all the images to remove non-uniformities in the background light intensity. Subsequently, the particle-image is calculated by the software MicroVec V3 with the two-passes PIV interrogation algorithm. The dimensions of the interrogation region are 64 × 64 pixels in the first pass, and 32 × 32 pixels in the second pass. As a result, the spatial resolution of a single velocity vector is 1.26 mm × 1.26 mm. Once a vector field is calculated, vector validation algorithms must be used to eliminate spurious vectors. In the present work, the relative bias from Figure 3 . Velocity profiles at the hub and tip walls. Note that the y-axis is the vertical distance of test points to the wall.
The measurement cross sections are set to be perpendicular to the chordwise direction in the passage. 12 measurement locations along the chordwise direction (z-direction) are set, from L/c = 0 to L/c = 1.1 with an interval of 10% chord length, as shown in Figure 4 . At each measurement location, at least 800 effective instantaneous images are recorded. The valid size of the cross section is about of 30 × 60 mm 2 , which covers nearly half spanwise range of the whole passage. The spatial resolution of the calibrated image is about 0.039 mm/pixel. Tip clearance/c 5% Figure 3 . Velocity profiles at the hub and tip walls. Note that the y-axis is the vertical distance of test points to the wall.
The measurement cross sections are set to be perpendicular to the chordwise direction in the passage. 12 measurement locations along the chordwise direction (z-direction) are set, from L/c = 0 to L/c = 1.1 with an interval of 10% chord length, as shown in Figure 4 . At each measurement location, at least 800 effective instantaneous images are recorded. The valid size of the cross section is about of 30 × 60 mm 2 , which covers nearly half spanwise range of the whole passage. The spatial resolution of the calibrated image is about 0.039 mm/pixel. For the data processing, the inter-frame time is set to 10 μs based on the velocity of inlet flow and yields a maximum particle-image displacement of less than 8 pixels. A median-subtraction filter algorithm is applied to all the images to remove non-uniformities in the background light intensity. Subsequently, the particle-image is calculated by the software MicroVec V3 with the two-passes PIV interrogation algorithm. The dimensions of the interrogation region are 64 × 64 pixels in the first pass, and 32 × 32 pixels in the second pass. As a result, the spatial resolution of a single velocity vector is 1.26 mm × 1.26 mm. Once a vector field is calculated, vector validation algorithms must be used to eliminate spurious vectors. In the present work, the relative bias from For the data processing, the inter-frame time is set to 10 µs based on the velocity of inlet flow and yields a maximum particle-image displacement of less than 8 pixels. A median-subtraction filter algorithm is applied to all the images to remove non-uniformities in the background light intensity. Subsequently, the particle-image is calculated by the software MicroVec V3 with the two-passes PIV interrogation algorithm. The dimensions of the interrogation region are 64 × 64 pixels in the first pass, and 32 × 32 pixels in the second pass. As a result, the spatial resolution of a single velocity vector is 1.26 mm × 1.26 mm. Once a vector field is calculated, vector validation algorithms must be used to eliminate spurious vectors. In the present work, the relative bias from the average vector is used as a post-processing criterion for eliminating questionable vectors, and the relative bias is set to be 50%. 
Discussion of Uncertainties
The measurement error of the SPIV technique, including both random errors and bias errors, have been thoroughly discussed by many researchers [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Treated with caution during both the experiment and the data processing, random errors can be effectively eliminated. Bias errors depend crucially on the accuracy of particles displacement concerning the SPIV measurement in the compressor cascade. Among bias errors, the one caused by peak locking [30, 32] should be dominated. In order to reduce this error, the least squares Gaussian sub-pixel fit for peak detection [5] is employed. Figure 5 illustrates the histogram of the displacement of the particles at the L/c = 1.0 measurement plane, which shows a well control of the peak locking effect during the SPIV experiments.
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where K is converge factor related to measured velocity distribution characteristics. It is set to 2.576 for a 99% confidence interval. u k ij is the corresponding instantaneous velocity at the i, j grid node in the kth snapshot. ∆ is error bound calculated by Equation (3) . Likewise, the relative uncertainties of instantaneous velocity field in the v-and w-components can also be deduced:
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where d is estimated displacement error, m is image magnification and dt is the inter-frame time.
The measurement uncertainties of the time-averaged velocity, contain both the statistical factor (type A uncertainty) and the factors unrelated with the statistical analysis (type B uncertainty).
Type A relative uncertainty of the time-averaged velocity can be estimated as [38] :
where u ij is the time-averaged velocity in the u-component at the i, j grid node, N is the number of snapshots acquired, u k ij is the corresponding instantaneous velocity in the kth snapshot. Similarly, type A relative uncertainty of the time-averaged mean velocity in the other two components can also be deduced.
In the compressor cascade, the main factor contributing to the type B uncertainty of the time-averaged velocity(U B,u ij ) is the time-averaged of the instantaneous velocity deviation shown in Equation (2).
Thus, the combined standard relative uncertainty of the time-averaged velocity in the u-component can be given as:
The uncertainties of the time-averaged velocity can be calculated by the propagation of error formula:
where σ U , σ V , σ W are the uncertainties of the time-averaged velocity in u-, v-and w-component. The uncertainties of instantaneous velocity and time-averaged velocity are shown in Figure 6 . Since the introduction of type A uncertainty, the uncertainty in the time-averaged velocity field is elevated. It can be seen that the uncertainty of time-averaged velocity is about 0.5-2% in the mainstream region, and it can achieve 6% near the tip wall. Moreover, it should be pointed out that in the tip region the accuracy of the in-plane components is about 0.5-3% and for the out-of-plane component is about 5-10%, and these results are not shown here for simplicity. Though the uncertainty of the out-of-plane component is higher, the statistical results are worthful for qualitative analyses of the unsteady characteristics in the compressor cascade, and constructive conclusions can be drawn from these results. where K is converge factor related to measured velocity distribution characteristics. It is set to 2.576 for a 99% confidence interval.
k ij u is the corresponding instantaneous velocity at the i, j grid node in the kth snapshot. △ is error bound calculated by Equation (3). Likewise, the relative uncertainties of instantaneous velocity field in the v-and w-components can also be deduced:
where uij is the time-averaged velocity in the u-component at the i, j grid node, N is the number of snapshots acquired, k ij u is the corresponding instantaneous velocity in the kth snapshot. Similarly, type A relative uncertainty of the time-averaged mean velocity in the other two components can also be deduced.
In the compressor cascade, the main factor contributing to the type B uncertainty of the time-averaged velocity(
) is the time-averaged of the instantaneous velocity deviation shown in Equation (2). Thus, the combined standard relative uncertainty of the time-averaged velocity in the u-component can be given as:
The uncertainties of the time-averaged velocity can be calculated by the propagation of error formula: 
PODMethod
In this paper, a set of instantaneous SPIV measured velocity field V (k) (snapshots) with total number of K is decomposed into a linear combination of K spatial orthonormal basis function (POD modes, ϕ m ) and the corresponding coefficients C (k) m :
with the constraints that the following function is minimized [39] :
Considering the instantaneous snapshots V (k) made available from the SPIV measurement:
where k is the snapshot index, u, v, w are the velocity components in x, y and z direction respectively, i, j are the index of spatial position coordinates in the velocity distributions for a collocated setup, as illustrated in Figure 7 .
In this paper, a set of instantaneous SPIV measured velocity field V (k) (snapshots) with total number of K is decomposed into a linear combination of K spatial orthonormal basis function (POD modes, m j ) and the corresponding coefficients
Then the velocity component of every single snapshot V (k) is collated as following:
where nx × ny is the total number of the spatial positions. Then the velocity component of every single snapshot V (k) is collated as following:
. . .
where n x × n y is the total number of the spatial positions. The other two component-wise velocities are processed the same way and matrix V and matrix W are obtained, respectively. Then, simultaneously using both u and v velocity components and neglecting w, most researchers tend to define the spatial correlation matrix as follows [21, 40] :
However, according to the works of Arányi [25] and Lengani [26] , the results would be noticeably different if a multi-dimensional field is analyzed component-wise instead of globally. In this paper, we make a deeper quantitatively comparison of the decomposition results using different analysis dimensionalities to clarify whether decomposition dimensionalities impact the whole modes or just specific modes. Moreover, as the aim of most POD analyses is to reconstruct approximately the vector field, we also compare the reconstruction results based on two reconstruction criteria. Therefore, the spatial correlation matrices (C) are defined according to different analysis dimensionalities (AD) as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Five spatial correlation matrices for different decomposition dimensionalities.
Processing Methods
Global Analysis Component-Wise Analysis
The minimization problem described in Equation (8) is realized by solving the eigenvalue problem of correlation matrix C:
where Eigenvalues λ m are arranged in descending order according to the magnitude of eigenvalues, the basis function ϕ m are obtained by projecting the snapshots onto the eigenvector β m .
The POD coefficients c The K × K coefficient matrix c
The whole kinetic energy from all the snapshots captured by the mth mode is:
The fraction of the energy captured by the mth mode is:
By setting the amplitude of higher-order modes to zero, a low order flow field contains the most energetic modes is reconstructed:
where M is the reconstruction order less than K.
TLV Vortex Core Identification
The TLV is a concentrated vortex before splitting into several small vortices or breakdown. In order to identify the TLV core correctly, some criteria, such as Q criterion, λ 2 criterion and ∆ criterion, have been developed. The ability of the three criteria is similar to each other and none of them can be applied without error to all situations. Since the reduced −λ 2 criterion has been employed in compressor TLV many times and can separates the TLV from the background high shear layer, here the reduced −λ 2 criterion is employed [41] . This reduced criterion is effective to identify the TLV core and is given by Equation (17):
where x and y are coordinate axes in the measured cross section as demonstrated in Figure 4 , and V x and V y are the velocity components in the corresponding directions. In this paper, zero threshold of λ 2 is selected to identify the border of the TLV core. After the identification, the circulation and radius of the TLV core are quantitatively analyzed. The circulation, which represents the strength of the vortex, is obtained by calculating the line integral of velocity along the border. As shown in Figure 10 , a red ellipse is used to fit the TLV core and the center and the radius of the TLV core are calculated from this fitting ellipse. The five-pointed star represents the center of the TLV core identified. The x-axis in the figure is the distance of the TLV core center to the blade suction surface. The y-axis is the distance of the center to the cascade tip wall. Detailed information about the identification program may be found in our previous study [42] .
Results
Tip Flow Characteristics
Figure 8 lays out the time-averaged SPIV measurement results of the normalized streamwise velocity and λ 2 . The trajectory of the TLV cores can be seen clearly from the λ 2 distribution. The concentrated TLV can be found after L/c = 0.5, which is an ambiguous result for the deficiency of SPIV spatial resolution in the z-direction.
As the TLV propagates downstream, the TLV core radius and the absolute value of vortex circulation expands rapidly (Quantitatively shown in Figure 9a ). Figure 9a also quantitatively illustrates that the TLV moves slowly away from the blade tip suction surface in the x-direction (Schematically shown in Figure 9b from a bird's eye view). In the y-direction, the TLV moves slowly away from the tip wall. The variance tendencies of the positions of the TLV in the time-averaged flow fields conform well with the SPIV results obtained in a laboratory-scale compressor at the design condition [5, 6, 42] .
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Results
Tip Flow Characteristics
In Figure 10 the instantaneous vortex cores from L/c = 0.7 to L/c = 1.1 in all the SPIV snapshots are illustrated by single points. The vortex core center, border and border fitting ellipse of the time-averaged vortex are also shown in Figure 10 for comparison. At L/c = 0.7 most instantaneous TLV are near the core center of the time-averaged TLV. The position and circulation distribution of the TLV is in a relatively concentrated form. With the development of the TLV core to the trailing edge, the pitchwise and spanwise distribution range of the vortex expands. From L/c = 0.9 to L/c = 1.1, when the TLV is shedding form the blade suction side, wandering of the TLV cores becomes significantly stronger and the TLV motions cover a much wider area.
are Figure 11 shows the standard deviation of normalized SPIV measured velocity. The flow velocity in every single snapshot is normalized by the inlet average velocity. The standard deviation is calculated as Equation (18) to show the unsteadiness of the TLV: Figure 11 shows the standard deviation of normalized SPIV measured velocity. The flow velocity in every single snapshot is normalized by the inlet average velocity. The standard deviation is calculated as Equation (18) to show the unsteadiness of the TLV:
where Vs i is the instantaneous velocity in every single snapshot, Vs is the time-averaged velocity.
Energies
POD method to further analyze the TLV wandering characteristics. Therefore, the two factors should be investigated with caution to get reasonable POD results. 
Effect of Decomposition Region on the Energy Fraction of Mode 1
Since the TLV is a concentrated vortex, to focus on the unsteady characteristics caused by the TLV wandering, circular decomposition regions are deliberately chosen. The decomposition regions are concentric circles with the time-averaged TLV core center as their common center. The radius Rdr of the decomposition regions are multiples of the time-averaged TLV core radius Rv. The borders of decomposition regions are shown as dotted line in Figure 12 . Figure 12 b shows the instantaneous TLV cores center, the time-averaged TLV core center and the time-averaged TLV core border. As the vortex propagates downstream, the standard deviation of the normalized SPIV measured velocity near the TLV core increases. In this paper, the unsteadiness of the TLV is mainly originated from the TLV wandering as the vortex maintains a concentrate vortex and does not show any evidence of vortex splitting or breakdown.
The aforementioned experimental results demonstrated the main characteristics of the TLV. In the tip region, streamwise velocity component is much higher than velocity components in secondary flow directions. The TLV and wall boundary layers would introduce velocity deficits as well. Thus, in the compressor cascade, we should keep in mind that the decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities would have significant impacts while use the POD method to further analyze the TLV wandering characteristics. Therefore, the two factors should be investigated with caution to get reasonable POD results.
Since the TLV is a concentrated vortex, to focus on the unsteady characteristics caused by the TLV wandering, circular decomposition regions are deliberately chosen. The decomposition regions are concentric circles with the time-averaged TLV core center as their common center. The radius R dr of the decomposition regions are multiples of the time-averaged TLV core radius R v . The borders of decomposition regions are shown as dotted line in Figure 12 . decomposition region converge to the TLV core center with R dr /R v reducing from 7 to 2, the effect of main flow on the POD results would be eliminated. Therefore, it is beneficial to extract more flow field structure associated with the unsteady wandering of the TLV and turbulence fluctuation around it.
the decomposition region converge to the TLV core center with Rdr/Rv reducing from 7 to 2, the effect of main flow on the POD results would be eliminated. Therefore, it is beneficial to extract more flow field structure associated with the unsteady wandering of the TLV and turbulence fluctuation around it.
Before the POD decomposition is performed, many researchers have addressed the difference in POD results between subtracting the time-averaged flow field and not subtracting [25, 43, 44] . As will be confirmed in the following, while the average is not removed, mode 1 is representative of the time-averaged velocity field. Since the POD modes are all orthogonal, the higher-order modes would be well estimates of the fluctuation. In this paper, the POD analysis is conducted without subtracting the average in the snapshots. The energy rank is the first information provided by the POD eigenvalues λm [45] . Among the energy rank, the energy fraction of mode 1 is the most important. The total energy fraction of all other higher-order modes can be obtained by Equation (19) : Before the POD decomposition is performed, many researchers have addressed the difference in POD results between subtracting the time-averaged flow field and not subtracting [25, 43, 44] . As will be confirmed in the following, while the average is not removed, mode 1 is representative of the time-averaged velocity field. Since the POD modes are all orthogonal, the higher-order modes would be well estimates of the fluctuation. In this paper, the POD analysis is conducted without subtracting the average in the snapshots.
The energy rank is the first information provided by the POD eigenvalues λ m [45] . Among the energy rank, the energy fraction of mode 1 is the most important. The total energy fraction of all other higher-order modes can be obtained by Equation (19) : Therefore, the energy fraction of mode 1 reflects the relative contribution of fluctuation to the whole energy of the flow field. The energy fraction of mode 1 can represent the level to which extent the instantaneous fields approach the time-averaged result.
From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, as the fluid propagates downstream, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases as shown in Figure 13 . It should be noted that the results are from POD decompostion using three velocity vector components U, V and W simultaneously. The POD highlights that the flow posses a higher energy in fluctuation as the vortex propagates downstream, consistent with the results of the standard deviation previously observed in Figure 11 . Figure 13 also shows that the deviation of mode 1 energy fraction between L/c = 0.6 and L/c = 1.1 becomes evident as the decomposition region converge to the TLV core. Indeed, the TLV experiences the process of vortex shedding from the blade suction side and wanders much stronger at the downstream near the trailing edge. From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, as the fluid propagates downstream, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases as shown in Figure 13 . It should be noted that the results are from POD decompostion using three velocity vector components U, V and W simultaneously. The POD highlights that the flow posses a higher energy in fluctuation as the vortex propagates downstream, consistent with the results of the standard deviation previously observed in Figure 11 . Figure 13 also shows that the deviation of mode 1 energy fraction between L/c = 0.6 and L/c = 1.1 becomes evident as the decomposition region converge to the TLV core. Indeed, the TLV experiences the process of vortex shedding from the blade suction side and wanders much stronger at the downstream near the trailing edge. At the same chordwise position, as the decomposition region size decreases, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases as well. The energy fraction of fine scale fluid structure, normally contained in the higher-order modes, is weakened by the introduction of main flow. It proves that the decomposition region chosen is beneficial to focus on the unsteady characteristics analysis of the TLV and turbulence fluctuation around it.
To further investigate the effect of decomposition regions on energy distribution, four more different analysis dimensionalities, such as UV global analysis, U component-wise analysis, V component-wise analysis and W component-wise analysis, are used. Figure 14 demonstrates the energy fraction of mode 1 at different decomposition region sizes and different chord positions using four different analysis dimensionalities.
Effect of Decompostion Dimensionalities on the Energy Fraction of Mode 1
Note that the decomposition region sizes have marginal impact on the results associated with U component-wise analysis, V component-wise analysis and UV global analysis. However, the impact become considerable on the results associated with W component-wise and UVW global analysis while both of the results have the same variability tendency. This corresponding to the fact that the dominant flow direction is z-direction (streamwise) in this cascade while x-direction and y-direction are the secondary flow directions where velocity amplitude is relatively low.
As the flow travels downstream, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases dramatically. From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, the deviation of the energy fraction of mode 1 is nearly 10% in the U component-wise analysis, and higher than 20% in V component-wise analysis and UV global analysis as shown in Figure 14 . While the W component is included, the deviation reduced to less than 5%. Therefore, the POD without the W component highlights the development of unsteady characteristics along the streamwise direction. The figure also shows that, using POD without the At the same chordwise position, as the decomposition region size decreases, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases as well. The energy fraction of fine scale fluid structure, normally contained in the higher-order modes, is weakened by the introduction of main flow. It proves that the decomposition region chosen is beneficial to focus on the unsteady characteristics analysis of the TLV and turbulence fluctuation around it.
As the flow travels downstream, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases dramatically. From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, the deviation of the energy fraction of mode 1 is nearly 10% in the U component-wise analysis, and higher than 20% in V component-wise analysis and UV global analysis as shown in Figure 14 . While the W component is included, the deviation reduced to less than 5%. Therefore, the POD without the W component highlights the development of unsteady characteristics along the streamwise direction. The figure also shows that, using POD without the W component, mode 1 energy fraction at L/c = 0.9 deviate from that at L/c = 1.1 by twice as much as the deviation from L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 0.9. Near the trailing edge, the TLV is shedding from the blade suction surface, the instantaneous fields diverge considerably from the time-averaged result. UV global analysis captures this physics as the energy transferred from mode 1 expands significantly from L/c = 0.9 to L/c = 1.1.
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Thus, the decomposition region size in the following work is all R dr /R v = 3, in order to extract more flow field structure associated with vortex wandering and turbulence fluctuation and to avoid the effect of main flow disturbance on POD. The results of five decomposition dimensionalities in the selected decomposition region are shown in Figure 15 . It is interesting to note that the introduction of W velocity component also changes the absolute amplitude of mode 1 energy fraction. The amplitudes of mode 1 energy fraction are nearly equal in the results of UVW global analysis and W component-wise analysis and they are much higher than the result in the other three analyses.
Based on the aforementioned discussions, we can draw a conclusion that there is a marked difference among mode 1 energy fractions using different decomposition dimensionalities. If the aim of the analysis is to approximately reconstruct the flow field, the effects of decomposition dimensionalities on the spatial structures of POD modes and energy distribution should be urgent to clarify. Based on the aforementioned discussions, we can draw a conclusion that there is a marked difference among mode 1 energy fractions using different decomposition dimensionalities. If the aim of the analysis is to approximately reconstruct the flow field, the effects of decomposition dimensionalities on the spatial structures of POD modes and energy distribution should be urgent to clarify.
Effect of Decomposition Dimensionalities on POD Modes
Mode 1 and Its Relationship with the Time-Averaged Flow Field
To quantify the degree of similarity about two velocity vector fields, the relevance index Rp is used. Rp is obtained by projecting one velocity vector field onto another velocity vector field [43] :
where the denominator denotes the product of the L2 norm and the numerator is the inner product of two velocity fields. Rp = 0 means the two velocity field are orthogonal, Rp = 1 if the direction of two velocity vector field are identical, and Rp = −1 if the direction of two velocity vector field are exactly opposite. The flow patterns of mode 1 from all three decomposition dimensionalities are excellent estimates of the time-averaged velocity field (shown in Figure 16 ). Moreover, the relevance indices Rp of all three mode 1 and the time-averaged velocity field are nearly 1, which also conforms this conclusion quantitatively. The results from other chordwise positions show the same correlation (not shown). To quantify the degree of similarity about two velocity vector fields, the relevance index R p is used. R p is obtained by projecting one velocity vector field onto another velocity vector field [43] :
where the denominator denotes the product of the L2 norm and the numerator is the inner product of two velocity fields. Rp = 0 means the two velocity field are orthogonal, Rp = 1 if the direction of two velocity vector field are identical, and Rp = −1 if the direction of two velocity vector field are exactly opposite. The flow patterns of mode 1 from all three decomposition dimensionalities are excellent estimates of the time-averaged velocity field (shown in Figure 16 ). Moreover, the relevance indices R p of all three mode 1 and the time-averaged velocity field are nearly 1, which also conforms this conclusion quantitatively. The results from other chordwise positions show the same correlation (not shown). Figure 17 reflects the relative contribution of the modes to the fluctuation energy of the flow field. The modes from W component-wise analysis show a distribution that the energy of the 3rd mode is similar to the 2nd mode. A completely different scenario characterized the POD energy distribution of other four decomposition dimensionalities, especially UVW global analysis. The energy content of the 2nd POD mode appears sensibly higher than that characterizing the 3rd mode.
Higher-order Modes
Though the impact of W velocity component in mode 1 energy fraction is dominant as mentioned above, the addition of W velocity component in POD decomposition does not change the relative energy distribution of high-order modes. The 2nd and 3rd POD spatial modes from different decomposition dimensionalities have been checked. No matter which decomposition dimensionality used, two large well-defined vortex-like structures can be observed in the 2nd POD spatial modes To further study the impact of decomposition dimensionalities in the high-order modes, the velocity correlation coefficients account for correlation of each mode from different decomposition dimensionalities are shown in Figure 18 .The correlation coefficients of the 2nd POD mode are nearly 1, which verified that the 2nd POD mode is unaffected. The correlation coefficients of modes order higher than 3 are weak. In all, the three different decomposition dimensionalities lead to almost the same 2nd mode while significant difference can be observed in modes which order are higher than 2. Though the impact of W velocity component in mode 1 energy fraction is dominant as mentioned above, the addition of W velocity component in POD decomposition does not change the relative energy distribution of high-order modes. The 2nd and 3rd POD spatial modes from different decomposition dimensionalities have been checked. No matter which decomposition dimensionality used, two large well-defined vortex-like structures can be observed in the 2nd POD spatial modes (shown in Figure 16 ). However, the 3rd POD spatial modes are totally different from each other.
To further study the impact of decomposition dimensionalities in the high-order modes, the velocity correlation coefficients account for correlation of each mode from different decomposition dimensionalities are shown in Figure 18 . The correlation coefficients of the 2nd POD mode are nearly 1, which verified that the 2nd POD mode is unaffected. The correlation coefficients of modes order higher than 3 are weak. In all, the three different decomposition dimensionalities lead to almost the same 2nd mode while significant difference can be observed in modes which order are higher than 2. 
Effect of Decomposition Dimensionalities on POD Reconstruction
In the tip region, the flow is inherently unsteady. A single POD mode usually cannot bear a significant amount of energy and is not able to completely describe the original flow structures. An ensemble of POD modes is demanded to describe a particular dynamics. To study the dynamics of the TLV wandering, it is of great interest to analyze the vortex distribution characteristics with random noise being removed. In this section, to study the effect of different decomposition dimensionalities on the reconstructed flow field, the modes required to represent 95% energy of the original flow field and vortex distribution characteristics in the reconstructed flow field are compared.
Modes Required to Represent 95% Energy of the Original Flow Field
At the same chordwise position, modes required to represent 95% energy of the original flow field from UVW global analysis and W component-wise analysis are much less than that from other three processing methods. It also proves that the addition of W velocity component in the decomposition changes the energy fraction of every single mode and results in more energy gathering in the low-order modes.
From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, an interesting feature in the POD reconstruction is that the modes required are dramatically increased using the U and V velocity components while maintain almost the same using the W velocity component ( Figure 19 ). As the vortex propagates downstream, more and more modes are required to adequately represent the flow field in the x-direction and y-direction. Combining with the discussion in Section 3.3, UV global analysis is better for capturing the kinetic physics of the TLV because it is expected that more high-order modes will be present as the flow travels downstream due to vortex wandering and vortex shedding. 
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In the tip region, the flow is inherently unsteady. A single POD mode usually cannot bear a significant amount of energy and is not able to completely describe the original flow structures. An ensemble of POD modes is demanded to describe a particular dynamics. To study the dynamics of the TLV wandering, it is of great interest to analyze the vortex distribution characteristics with random noise being removed. In this section, to study the effect of different decomposition dimensionalities on the reconstructed flow field, the modes required to represent 95% energy of the original flow field and vortex distribution characteristics in the reconstructed flow field are compared. From L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 1.1, an interesting feature in the POD reconstruction is that the modes required are dramatically increased using the U and V velocity components while maintain almost the same using the W velocity component ( Figure 19 ). As the vortex propagates downstream, more and more modes are required to adequately represent the flow field in the x-direction and y-direction. Combining with the discussion in Section 3.3, UV global analysis is better for capturing the kinetic physics of the TLV because it is expected that more high-order modes will be present as the flow travels downstream due to vortex wandering and vortex shedding. 
Modes Required to Represent 95% Energy of the Original Flow Field
Effect of Decomposition Dimensionalities on the Vortex Distribution Characteristics
Two criteria of reconstructing flow field using POD modes is studied in this paper. Reconstruction using a finite number of modes [28, 46, 47] and reconstruction using modes that represent specific energy portion of the original flow field [45, 48, 49] . To compare the effect of decomposition dimensionalities on the vortex distribution characteristics in the reconstructed flow field, every single snapshot is reconstructed according to above two criteria.
Results from the reconstruction relying on the same retained energy in the reconstructed flow field are shown in Figure 20 . Figure 21 quantitatively shows the proportion of the TLV core parameters. They together demonstrate the geometric and kinematic characteristics of the TLV in the reconstructed flow field. Since the modes required to reconstruct 95% energy of the original flow field is much less in UVW global analysis, the TLV shows more concentrated distribution characteristics in Figure 20 . In the reconstructed flow field from UV global analysis and UV component analysis, the TLV cores are decentralized and have the similar distribution characteristics with the original flow field. The histogram of vortex distribution from UVW global analysis is symmetric that the mean value provides a good estimate for the center of the data. The histograms from UV global analysis and UV component analysis have the same shape, and are for a distribution that are skewed left. The reconstruction relying on the retained energy in the reconstructed flow field is sensitive to different decomposition dimensionalities. Two criteria of reconstructing flow field using POD modes is studied in this paper. Reconstruction using a finite number of modes [28, 46, 47] and reconstruction using modes that represent specific energy portion of the original flow field [45, 48, 49] . To compare the effect of decomposition dimensionalities on the vortex distribution characteristics in the reconstructed flow field, every single snapshot is reconstructed according to above two criteria.
Results from the reconstruction relying on the same retained energy in the reconstructed flow field are shown in Figure 20 . Figure 21 quantitatively shows the proportion of the TLV core parameters. They together demonstrate the geometric and kinematic characteristics of the TLV in the reconstructed flow field. Since the modes required to reconstruct 95% energy of the original flow field is much less in UVW global analysis, the TLV shows more concentrated distribution characteristics in Figure 20 . In the reconstructed flow field from UV global analysis and UV component analysis, the TLV cores are decentralized and have the similar distribution characteristics with the original flow field. The histogram of vortex distribution from UVW global analysis is symmetric that the mean value provides a good estimate for the center of the data. The histograms from UV global analysis and UV component analysis have the same shape, and are for a distribution that are skewed left. The reconstruction relying on the retained energy in the reconstructed flow field is sensitive to different decomposition dimensionalities. Figures 22 and 23 show the corresponding reconstruction results using the first ten modes. The vortex distributions in the reconstructed flow field using different decomposition dimensionalities show the same concentrated characteristics. The histograms of these three analyses have the same shape as well. Though the addition of W velocity component does change the spatial structures of high-order modes, it does not change the dynamic results of reconstruction using the same number of POD modes. Note that the parameters from left side to the right are the distance of the TLV core center to the suction side, the distance of the TLV core center to the cascade tip wall, the TLV vortex circulation, the TLV vortex core radius and the distance of instantaneous TLV core center to the time-averaged TLV core center respectively. 'std' and 'ave' in the figure show the standard deviation and time-averaged value respectively. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the corresponding reconstruction results using the first ten modes. The vortex distributions in the reconstructed flow field using different decomposition dimensionalities show the same concentrated characteristics. The histograms of these three analyses have the same shape as well. Though the addition of W velocity component does change the spatial structures of high-order modes, it does not change the dynamic results of reconstruction using the same number of POD modes. Note that the parameters from left side to the right are the distance of the TLV core center to the suction side, the distance of the TLV core center to the cascade tip wall, the TLV vortex circulation, the TLV vortex core radius and the distance of instantaneous TLV core center to the time-averaged TLV core center respectively. 'std' and 'ave' in the figure show the standard deviation and time-averaged value respectively. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the corresponding reconstruction results using the first ten modes. The vortex distributions in the reconstructed flow field using different decomposition dimensionalities show the same concentrated characteristics. The histograms of these three analyses have the same shape as well. Though the addition of W velocity component does change the spatial structures of high-order modes, it does not change the dynamic results of reconstruction using the same number of POD modes. To further validate the conclusions drawn above, we checked the reconstruction results using different number of modes and different retained energy portions of the original flow field. The standard deviation of the TLV radius and displacement are chosen to quantitatively analysis the difference between the two reconstruction criteria. The results in Figure 24 confirm that reconstructions using the same modes number can obtain nearly the same vortex distribution characteristics while reconstructions relying on the same energy fraction would lead to totally different vortex distribution characteristics. To further validate the conclusions drawn above, we checked the reconstruction results using different number of modes and different retained energy portions of the original flow field. The standard deviation of the TLV radius and displacement are chosen to quantitatively analysis the difference between the two reconstruction criteria. The results in Figure 24 confirm that reconstructions using the same modes number can obtain nearly the same vortex distribution characteristics while reconstructions relying on the same energy fraction would lead to totally different vortex distribution characteristics. The displacement is the distance of instantaneous TLV core center to the time-averaged TLV core center.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the original tip flow field in the compressor cascade obtained by a SPIV measurement, the effects of different decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities on POD decomposition and reconstruction have been clarified. Several conclusions can be made as The displacement is the distance of instantaneous TLV core center to the time-averaged TLV core center.
In this paper, based on the original tip flow field in the compressor cascade obtained by a SPIV measurement, the effects of different decomposition regions and decomposition dimensionalities on POD decomposition and reconstruction have been clarified. Several conclusions can be made as listed below:
(1) From L/c = 0.9 to L/c = 1.1, when the TLV is shedding from the blade suction side, wandering of the TLV core becomes significantly stronger and the TLV motions cover a much wider area. As the TLV propagates downstream, the energy fraction of mode 1 decreases. (2) The decomposition region sizes have marginal impact on POD decomposition of secondary flow velocity. The impact become considerable on the results associated with W component-wise velocity. (3) For POD decomposition, using different dimensionalities, energy distributions and modes higher than 2 would be totally different. The dominant POD modes, such as the 1st and 2nd POD modes, stay unaffected. Using POD without the W component, mode 1 energy fraction at L/c = 0.9 deviate from that at L/c = 1.1 by twice as much as the deviation from L/c = 0.6 to L/c = 0.9. (4) The reconstruction relying on the retained energy in the reconstructed flow field is sensitive to different decomposition dimensionalities. The reconstruction using a finite number of POD modes is unaffected. (5) UV global analysis is better for capturing the kinetic physics of the TLV. As the flow travels downstream, more high-order modes with higher energy fraction will be present in UV global analysis, which is corresponding to the kinetic physics of the TLV that the unsteadiness of vortex wandering and vortex shedding becomes stronger. 
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